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Foreword

The subject of this book will be familiar to readers of our earlier work published in
Champions of Change and Critical Links. Its principal purpose is to track the students
we previously assessed over the secondary school years into early adulthood. The
result is a 12-year longitudinal study of more than 12,000 students. Our main
questions are Do the Arts Matter, Just How, and for Whom. We focus on children from
low-income families, but report average outcomes for all students as well as similar
outcomes for children from high-income families.
Our findings in brief are these: Intensive involvement in the arts during middle
and high school associates with higher levels of achievement and college
attainment, and also with many indications of pro-social behavior such as
voluntarism and political participation. In addition, arts-rich high schools benefit
their students in similar patterns. And English language learners benefit from artsrich schools in unique ways. Then in a specific probe, arts-rich schools are seen to
bear characteristics including a climate for achievement as well as instructional
practices that may account for their advantages.
This research also goes beyond our first studies to address two pressing questions.
Is it engagement in the arts that matters? Or is engagement per se a crucial factor in
the success of our students? The answer to both of these questions is an
unambiguous Yes. Chapter 3 performs a unique analysis comparing passionate
student involvement in the arts with passionate student involvement in athletics.
The results seem clear: involvement in the arts leads to a cluster of important
advantages in later life; involvement in sports also benefits secondary school
students substantially. But the outcomes differ to some degree. The arts associate
with college-going outcomes, certain volunteering activities, and pastimes such as
reading books and newspapers. High engagement in sports boosts some
achievement and college outcomes. Sports involvement also leads to more
volunteering with youth and sports associations, as well as to a life of considerably
more athletic activity as adults. Clearly, engagement matters in multiple forms.
We also explore a recent topic of research in the arts and human development.
This is the power of arts-rich school environments to enhance the achievements
and values of students. While questions surrounding arts-rich schools have been
tested in recent years through systematic qualitative research, our database permits
an assessment of hundreds of low-income students who enroll in and graduate from
such schools. Students who proceed through arts-rich schools have better
outcomes in both academic and social arenas than students who attend arts-poor,
or arts-barren high schools. We control for family background in making such
assessments. And we take an unprecedented look at students attending arts-rich schools who
themselves did not participate much in the arts. There seems to be a spillover effect on

the climate of these schools that works in positive ways. Moreover, the database
shows that arts-rich schools are in fact different when it comes to key features of
school climate, reported instructional practices, student attendance and social
relations, and key assumptions that teachers make about how students learn. This
study goes far beyond suggestive descriptions of arts-rich schools. It draws on
teacher, administrator, student, and parent data from more than 100 such schools.
Finally, we explore the fortunes of limited English speaking students in arts-rich
versus arts-poor high schools. Their adult outcomes are consistent with findings in
other domains. English language learners attending arts-rich schools go further
academically and bond more firmly to positive social values
This book also presents interesting asides for educators, teachers, and policy
professionals. We include a presentation of how the research was funded, the
nature of the NELS:88 database and how we developed our indicators, and the
basic statistical framework that supported our analyses. And at several turns, we
explore the theories that could account for our findings.

In the words of readers:
Sometimes the solutions to complex problems are hiding in plain sight, but we still fail to see
them. There’s been a public consensus that our schools are in crisis for over three decades.
During that period arts education has been consistently eroded in our schools, the victim of
budget cuts and policy makers who are consumed with raising scores on standardized tests. But
the schools, especially those serving low-income students, are still in crisis. A decade ago James
Catterall sliced and diced data on 25,000 students and found that those who were more engaged
in the arts did much better in school and in many other ways as well. Unlike other research on
the effects of arts education, Catterall was able to show that low-income students benefited from
arts learning even more than more privileged students. This new study picks up the same
thread and shows that the positive effects of arts education last well into adulthood. It points
directly to a solution that has been hiding in plain sight: our schools will improve if they deliver
quality arts education to all students. The students deserve nothing less.
Nick Rabkin
Senior Research Scientist, National Opinion Research Center
Former Senior Program Officer for Arts and Culture
John C. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

***

I read your book on the train after I left the conference, and it is wonderful. I am going to
try to get it ordered in time to use the final weeks of this term in my course on informal
learning. The book will show students how someone can make statistical analyses
comprehensible for those who work in schools, and, in the case of my class, those who need to
think much more theoretically and in terms of research findings, as they curate in
museums…
Several of the findings were quite surprising to me, for I had forgotten that the NELS data
would provide data with such "long arms" beyond school and family. Such a gift the book
will be for so many. I'm ordering a dozen just to send to friends who are always saying "but
there's no real hard evidence, is there?" I also want to send it to folks who worked in
England under Tony Blair on Creative Partnerships. Thank you, thank you!
Shirley Brice Heath
Professor Emeritus, Stanford University
Professor, Brown University
***
While I’d like to see a concentrated focus on dance education and dance performance in this type
of research, a subject that NELS:88 is not equipped to inform, it is refreshing to see the
unprecedented comparisons of involvement in the arts with involvement in athletics. The value
of furnishing opportunities for adolescents to follow their passions regardless of field may be the
overriding point of this book.
Sarah Jean Johnson
UCLA Graduate School of Education
University of Oklahoma Modern Repertory Dance Theatre

In his analysis of involvement in the arts using the NELS:88 database, Professor Catterall
does not simply compare students involved in arts to those not involved. He concentrates on
students of low socioeconomic status where high arts engagement is less frequent, and where
passionate involvement in the visual and performance arts appears to trump economic
disadvantage. Set in the contexts of motivation theory as well as theories of cognition and
aesthetics, this book was written for teachers, artists in the schools, school officials, and
education policy makers.

Jacqueline Bennett
UCLA Graduate School of Education
Formerly University Professors Program, Boston University
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Would it be "I am doing good" or "I am doing well"? Do both work for different situations?Â Thanks for the links. I have been asked How
are you doing? and I say I'm good eek , how about you? and they respond I'm doing fine (with the emphasis on the fine part). Nothing
like a short, sweet grammar lesson! Sol. W. wizard8451. Senior Member. Mexico. The impacts of intensive involvement in the visual and
performing arts during secondary school on young adults are shown to include doing better and going further in college (doing well) and
greater involvement Read More. Edition Details. Format:Paperback. Language:English. ISBN:1449904335. ISBN13:9781449904333.
The impacts of intensive involvement in the visual and performing arts during secondary school on young adults are shown to include
doing better and going further in college (doing well) and greater involvement in community service and pro-social activities (doing
good). The book presents assessments of arts-rich versus arts-poor schools, an intriguing comparison of passionate involvement in the
arts versus athletics in school, and the fortunes of limited English speakers in arts-rich versus arts-poor schools. Nick Rabkin, formerly
Senior Arts and Culture Program Officer at the MacArthur Found

